PLAIN BOB MINOR QUIZ
1.) If the coursing order is the order in which the bells come down
to the lead, what is the coursing order for Plain Bob Minor?
a) 53642……………………..
b) 26435…………………….
c) 24653…………………….
2.) In Bob Doubles you ring long fifths/ four blows behind. In Bob Minor
this piece of work is replaces by?
a) One dodge………………………
b) Two dodges in two following leads……………….
c) Two dodges in the same lead…………………
3.) When ringing a 5/6 down dodge, do you ?
a) Lie at the back for two blows – then dodge
5/6……………………
b) Dodge 5/6 then lie at the back for 2 blows……………….
4.) Before you ring the 5/6 down dodge where do you ring over/ pass the
treble?
a.) In fifths place going up……………….
b.) In fourths place going up…………..
c.) In thirds place going up…………….
5.) Which place bell does 4th place bell become next?
a.) 5th place bell………………..
b.) 3rds place bell………………..
c.) 6th place bell………………..
6.) If you are ringing bell 5 and the conductor calls “Go Plain Bob Minor”
do you?
a.) run/hunt straight in……………………
b.) run out lie two blows behind and then hunt down……….
c.) Stay in 5th place then run in/ hunt down to the
front…………
7.) What is the first piece of work rung by bell 5?
a.) 3/4 up dodge………………
b.) 5/6 up dodge…………..
c.) Make seconds………….

8.) Is this the same or different to Bob Doubles?
a.) the same…………….
b.) Different…………..
9.)When the conductor says “Go Bob Minor” What does the sixth bell do?
a.) Hunt down to the lead…………
b.) Dodge………………..
c.) Lie.
10.)

What is the first piece of work rung by 6th place bell?
a.) 5/6 up dodge………………
b.) 5/6 down dodge…………
c.) 3/4 down dodge……………

11.)
Where do you pass the treble going up before you dodge 5/6
up?
a.) When ringing in second’s place……………..
b.) When ringing in third’s place…………………
c.) When ringing in fourth’s place………………..
12.)
Out of bells 2,3,4,5, which is the only bell whose first piece
of work is different to it’s first piece in Bob Doubles?
a.) 2…………………
b.) 3…………………
c.) 4…………………
d.) 5………………….
13.)
When ringing bell 3 you start by running out to the back.
Where do you pass the treble?
a.) First blow in 6th place……………..
b.) Second blow in 6th place…………
14.)
In Bob Minor when lying behind in sixth place are you
ringing?
a.) Hand stroke/ back stroke………………
b.) Back stroke/ hand stroke……………..
15.)

As in question 15, is this the same as in Bob Doubles?
a.) Yes…………………….
b.) No……………………..

16.)

Fifth’s place bell at the first lead end becomes ?
a.) 4th place bell………………
b.) 2nd place bell……………..
c.) 3rd place bell……………….

17.)
Following your 3/4 down dodge where do you pass the treble
next? When you are ringing in
a.) In fourth’s place going up………………….
b.) Immediately in 3rd place going in………………….
c.) In second’s place before you lead…………………
18.)

In a 3/4 up dodge are you ?
a.) Over at hand/ under at back……………….
b.) Over at back /under at hand………………

19.)
Second’s place bell dodges 3/4 down and becomes which
place bell?
a.) 5th place bell…………………
b.) 4th place bell…………………
c.) 6th place bell……………….
20.)
Third’s place bell makes seconds over the treble and
becomes which place bell?
a.) 4th place bell………………..
b.) 5th place bell……………….
c.) 2nd place bell………………..

